Production Coffee Roaster – 12 HR Continental - Day
Reunion Island Coffee is currently seeking a dynamic, detail-oriented, and safety-driven Production Coffee Roaster to
join our team.
As our new Production Coffee Roaster, you will be responsible for the roasting of high-quality coffees from a green state
to specification in a timely, efficient, sanitary, and consistent manner. In this key position, you must be prepared to
work in a fast-paced, high pressure, safety focused work environment. Your responsibility does not stop at roasting an
excellent coffee bean, you will conduct regular cleaning and maintenance of the coffee roasting equipment, work with
Quality Assurance to help adjust specifications, and you will train as a fire marshal to protect our facility.
On the practical level, you will:
•
•
•
•

Batch roast coffee beans and inspect regularly according to specifications;
Feed product to conveyors, hoppers, or other feeding devices, and unload product into bins
Document color, weight, and time based on batch tickets, and provide samples to QA
Monitor roasting process to identify needed adjustments or repairs, such as opening valves, changing forming and
cutting blades, setting guides, and cleaning away damaged product;

We are a dynamic, family-oriented, and socially responsible company that cares about your future and well-being - if you
have the following qualifications, we want to hear from you:
•
•
•
•

4+ years of recent experience Machine Operating in a Food manufacturing facility
Solid experience in food manufacturing; mixing, batching, blending, etc.
Experience documenting specifications/quality on controlled Food Safety documents
Previous experience with production coffee roasting preferred

Working @ Reunion Island
Our Oakville headquarters houses our offices and our 30,000-square-foot roasting facility/warehouse. We offer
competitive wages and a benefits package that includes an employer RRSP, employee assistance program, peer
recognition awards, and opportunities for advancement. We are very active in our local and global communities and
encourage our employees to contribute as well by giving them paid days off for charitable work.
We’ve been named as one of Canada’s Greenest Employers and as one of Canada’s Top Small & Medium Employers, and
we care about our employees and giving them a great working experience.
How to Apply:
Please send your detailed resume outlining skills and qualifications as outlined above to hr@ricoffee.com.
Reunion Island Coffee is an equal opportunity employer offering a competitive compensation including extended benefits.
Reunion Island welcomes and encourages applications from people with disabilities. Accommodations are available on
request for candidates taking part in all aspects of the selection process.
We sincerely thank all candidates who have applied, however, only those selected for an interview will be contacted

